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Abstract 
Theorems on impulsive hyperbolic differential-functional inequalities are considered. Comparison results and 
a uniqueness criterion are obtained. A method of approximation of the solutions of impulsive hyperbolic differential- 
functional equations by means of solutions of the associated linear problems is established. The difference between the 
exact and the approximate solutions is estimated. 
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1. Introduction 
Many real processes and phenomena studied in biology, population dynamics and mechanics 
are characterized by the fact that at certain moments of their development the system parameters 
undergo rapid changes. A natural tool for the mathematical simulation of such processes and 
phenomena is the theory of impulsive differential equations. At first this theory developed slowly, 
due to difficulties of technical and theoretical character elated to the presence of some character- 
istic peculiarities uch as "beating", "merging", "dying", noncontinuability ofthe solutions, the loss 
of property of autonomy, etc. In the last decade, however, a considerable increase in the number of 
publications has been observed in various branches of the theory of impulsive differential equations 
El,2]. 
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The theory of impulsive partial differential equations has started in the last years. The first 
publications were [3, 8, 9]. The theory of impulsive partial differential equations gives greater 
possibilities for the simulation of many processes and phenomena in theoretical physics, popula- 
tion dynamics, chemistry, biotechnologies, etc. 
In the present paper we consider the initial-boundary value problem (IBVP) for the impulsive 
hyperbolic differential-functional equations and the differential-functional inequalities generated 
by this problem are studied. We obtain comparison results and the uniqueness criterion. A method 
of approximation of the solutions of the considered IBVP by means of solutions of associated 
linear problems is described. Finally, we estimate the difference between the exact and the 
approximate solutions. A basic tool in our investigations are theorems on hyperbolic differential- 
functional inequalities. 
2. Preliminary notes 
Let E = [0, a) x ( -  b, b), a > 0, b = (bl, . . . ,  bn) e R~,  R + = [0, oo) and B = [-- Zo, 0] x [-- z, z] 
where %eR+,  "c=(r l , . . . ,zn)  eR~_. We define c=b+z,  Eo = [ -  %,  O] x [ -  c, c], OoE= 
[0, a)x ( [ - c ,  c ] \ ( -b ,  b)). For zo > 0 we put B( - )= [ - -%,  0)x [ - -z ,  z]. Suppose that 0 < x l < 
Xa < ... <x ,  <a  are given numbers. Let Xo =0,  x ,+ l  = a and F i= [(xi, x i+l )XR*]n~3oE,  
i = 0,1, ... ,k. 
We denote by Cimp [doE, R] the class of all functions Z : ~?oE ~ R such that: 
(i) the functions Zlr,, i = 0, 1, . . . ,  k, are continuous, 
(ii) for each i, i = 1, . . . ,  k, (xi, y) e c3oE, there exists the limit 
lim Z(t ,s )  = Z(x f  ,y), (1) 
(t, s) "-, (x~, y) 
t<X i 
(iii) for each i, i = 0, 1, . . . ,  k, (xi, y) e ~oE, there exists the limit 
lim Z(t,  s) = Z(x i  ~ , y), (2) 
(t, s) - ,  (x~, y) 
t>  xi 
(iv) for each i, i -- O, i, ..., k, (xi, y) e 8oE, we have Z(x~, y) -- Z(x + , y). 
Let us define 
Qi =[ (x i ,x i+ l )xR~]c~E,  i=0 ,1 , . . . , k ,  
k 
E* = EowEu~?oE, Q = U Qi. 
i=0  
We denote by Cimp [E*, R] the class of all functions Z:E*  --. R such that: 
(i) the functions Zlr, uQ,, i = 0, 1, . . . ,  k, and ZIEo are continuous, 
(ii) for each i, i = 1, . . . ,  k, (x~, y) e EwOoE, there exists the limit (1) and for each i, i = 0, 1, . . . ,  k, 
(xi, y) e Ewc3oE, there exists the limit (2), 
(iii) for each i, i = O, 1, ... ,k, (xi ,y) e Ew~?oE, we have Z(x i ,y )  = Z(xi~,y) .  
Suppose that Z : E* --. R and (x, y) = (x, Yl . . . .  , y,) e E. The function Z(x,y) : B ~ R is defined as 
follows: 
ztx.~)(t,s) = Z(x  + t ,y  + s), (t,s) e B. 
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For  the above Z and (x,y) we put Zo,- r):B(-) ~ R to be the function 
Z~- y)(t,s) = Z(x + t,y + s), (t,s) e B (-). 
Suppose that {ta, ... ,tr} is a sequence such that -Zo  ~< tl < t2 < .-- < t, ~< 0. Let F I ° )= 
(ti, ti + 1) x [ - -  z, z], i = 1, . . . ,  r - 1, and 
r(oO) = {0  i f - -Zo = tl, 
%,t l )  X [ - - z , z ]  i f - -%<t l ,  
r~o) = {0 i f  t r = O, 
( (tr,O) x[--Z,Z] if t,<O. 
We denote by Cim p*  [B, R] the class of all functions W'B ~ R such that there is a sequence 
{tl, . . . ,  tr} (depending on W) such that: 
(i) the functions W It?', i = O, 1, ... ,r, are continuous, 
(ii) for each i, i = 1, . . . ,  r, (ti, s) ~ B, ti > -Zo,  there exists the limit 
lim 
(t, y) ~ (t~, s) 
t <ti 
w(t ,  y) = w(t , - ,  s), 
(iii) for each i, i = 1, . . . ,  r, (ti, s) ~ B, ti < 0, there exists the limit 
lim 
(t, r) ~ (h, s) 
t>t i
W(t, y) = W(t~-, s), 
(iv) W(t i , s )=W(t+,s ) fo reach( t i , s ) sB ,  i= l  . . . .  , r -1  and fo r i=r i f t r<0.  
Let C*mp[B(-),R] = {W[8,- , :WeC*mp[B,R]}.  The elements of the sets C*mp[B,R] and 
C*mp[B(-),R] will be denoted by the same symbols. It is easy to see that if Z ~ Cimp[E*,R], 
* [B,R]  and (x,y) ~ E then Z(x,r) ~ Cim p Z(x ,y) Ci*mp[B(-),R]. 
For  W e C*mp[B,R] we define II WHo = sup{IW(t,s)l" (t,s) ~ B}. As usual by I[ [Io we will denote 
the supremum norm in the space C*mp [B (-), R]. 
Suppose that Q = E × R x C*mp[B,R], ~(-) = E x R × C*mv[B(-),R], f=  (f l ,  ... , f , ) :E  ~ R", 
F :O ~ R, g:f2 (-) ~ R, ~p:Eo w OoE ~ R, q~ 10oe  Cimp [8oE, R] are given functions. 
Let us consider the init ial-boundary value problem (IBVP): 
~xZ(x,  y) =f (x ,  y) o ~yZ(x,  y) + F(x, y, Z(x, y), Z(x,y)), (x, y) e Q, (3) 
Z(x,y) = q)(x,y), (x,y) e EowOoE, (4) 
Z(x~,y) = Z(xi- ,y) + g(x~,y,Z(xi-,y),Ztx?,r))  i = 1, ... ,k, ye  [ -  b,b], (5) 
where ~yZ = (~y,Z, . . . ,  @y,Z) and "o"  denotes the scalar product in R", i.e., 
f (x ,  y) o ~yZ(x,  y) = ~ fj(x, y)~yjZ(x,  y). 
j= l  
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Definition 1. A function Z: E* ---, R is a solution of the IBVP (3)-(5) if: 
(i) Z ~ Cimo [E*, R], there exist the derivatives ~xZ(x,  y), ~rZ(x,  y) at all (x, y) ~ Q and Z satis- 
fies (3) on Q; 
(ii) Z satisfies (4) and (5). 
Definition 2. A function Z ~ Cimp[-E*, R] will be called a function of class C*mp [E*, R] if Z pos- 
sesses derivatives ~xZ(x,  y) and ~rZ(x,  y) at all (x, y) ~ Q. 
3. Main results 
3.1. Impulsive differential-functional inequalities 
In the present part of the paper we consider differential inequalities generated by (3)-(5). Let us 
introduce the following assumptions: 
(HI) The function F:  f2 ~ R of the variables (x,y,p,w) is nondecreasing with respect o the 
functional argument. 
(H2) The function 9 : f2~-) -o R of the variables (x, y, p, w) is nondecreasing with respect o the 
functional argument and for each (x, y) e E, w e C*  v [B ~-), R] the function 6 (p) = p + 9(x, y, p, w), 
p e R, is nondecreasing. 
Theorem 3. Let the followin9 conditions hold: 
(1) Assumptions (H1), (H2) are fulfilled. 
(2) U, V ~ C*mv[E*,R] satisfy the initial-boundary inequality 
U(x,y) < V(x,y), (x,y) ~ EowSoE, (6) 
and the differential-functional inequality 
~xU(x,  y) - f (x ,  y) o ~rU(x,  y) - F(x, y, U(x, y), U~x,y)) 
< ~x V (x, y) - f (x, y) o ~,  V (x, y) -- F (x, y, V (x, y), V(~, y)) (7) 
holds on Q. 
(3) For each i, i = 1, ... ,k, y ~ [ -  b,b] we have 
U(x,,  y) - U(x; - ,  y) - o(x,, y, U(x i - ,  y), 
< V(xi, y) - V(xF, y) - g(xi, y, V(x[-,y), VI~,,y)). (8) 
Then we have 
U(x,y) < V(x,y) on E*. (9) 
Proof. If (9) is false then the set 
Z = (x e [0,a): there exists y ~ ( -  b,b) such that U(x,y) >>- V(x,y)} 
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is nonempty.  Defining Y = i n fZ  it follows from (6) that )~ > 0 and there exists j7 e ( -  b, b) such that 
U(x,y) < V(x,y), (x,y) ~ E 'n( [ -  to,Y) xR") ,  (10) 
u(~, ; )  = v(~,~). 
There are two cases to be distinguished: 
Case l: (Y,)~) ~ Q. Then we have 
~yu(~,y) = ~yv(~,)), ~xU(~,)) >1 ~xv(~,~), 
which leads to a contradict ion with (7). 
Case 2: (Y,)) ~ E\Q. Then there exists i, i = 1, . . . ,  k, such that Y = xi. We have from (10) that 
u(y - ,y )  ,< v (y - ,y ) .  (11) 
If follows from (8) and (1 1) that 
u(~, ;) - v(;,  ;) 
< U(~-,)~) + g(Y,)~, U(Y-,)~), U(~- ~)) -- V(Y-,)~) - g(Y,33, V(Y-, 33), V(~-,;)) ~< 0, 
which contradicts (10). 
Hence Z is empty and statement (9) follows. []  
Remark  4. We can assume in Theorem 3 instead of (7) that 
~xU(x,y)  <~f(x,y) o~yU(x,y)  + F(x,y, U(x,y), U(x,y)), 
~x V(x, y) >>- f (x ,  y) o ~yV(x, y) + F(x, y, V(x, y), V(x,y)), 
where for each (x, y) e Q equality holds in at most one place. 
In order to consider weak differential-functional inequalities with impulses, we introduce the 
following assumptions: 
(H3) The function er : [0, a) × R + × R + ~ R + is continuous and a(x, 0, 0) = 0 for x ¢ [0, a). 
(H4) The r ight-hand max imum solution of the problem 
~'(x) = ~(x, ~(x), ~(x)), ~(0) = 0 
is ~(x) = 0, x ~ [0, a). 
(H5) The function F : (2 ~ R satisfies the inequality 
V(x, y,p, w) - F(x, y,~, v~) >~ - er(x,~ --p, I[ ~ - wJlo), 
on (2, where p ~< ,O and w ~< ~. 
(H6) There exists ~o : [0, a) × R + x R + ~ R + such that Oo is a cont inuous function, Oo (x, 0, 0) = 0 
for x ~ [0, a) and 
g(x,y,p,w) - -9(x,y,  fi, vv) >1 -- ao(X , / ) -  p, I1~ - w Iio), 
on f2 (-), where p ~</~ and w ~< ~. 
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Theorem 5. Let the followin9 conditions hold: 
(1) Assumptions (H1)-(H6) are fulfilled. 
(2) U, V s Cimp [E ,R]  and 
U(x,y) <<. V(x,y) on EowdoE. (12) 
(3) The differential-functional inequalities 
~xU(x, y) <~f(x, y) o @,U(x, y) + F(x, y, U(x, y), U(x,y)), 
NxV(x,y) >~ f(x,y) o ~yV(x,y) + F(x,y, V(x,y), Vtx, y)) (13) 
hold on Q and 
U(x i ,  y) - -  U(x/-,y) ~ g(xi,y, U(xE ,y), Utx:.y)), (14) 
V(xi, y) - V(xF, y) >1 g(x~, y, V(xi-, y), V~r,y)), 
i = 1, . . . ,k ,  y ~ [ -  b,b]. 
Then we have 
U (x, y) <~ V (x, y) on E*. 
Proof. Supposing ao ~ (Xk, a), we will prove that 
U(x,y) <~ V(x,y), (x,y) ~ ( [ -  zo,ao) x R" )nE* .  (15) 
For, consider the problem 
~'(x) = ~(x, ~(x), ~(x)) + ~, 
e(0) = e, (16) 
~(x3 - ~(xF) = ~o(X~, ~(xF), ~(x?)) + ~, 
i= l , . . . , k .  
There exists eo > 0 such that for 0 < e < eo there exists a solution co (-; e) of (16) and it is defined 
on [-0, ao). Let 
17(x, y) = V(x, y) + ~, (x, y) ~ Eo, 
17(x, y) = V(x, y) + co(x; ~) 
for (x,y) ~ ([0, ao) x R")n(EwOoE). 
We want to prove 
U(x,y) < 17(x,y) on ([O, ao)×R")n(EuOoE). (17) 
It follows that 
~x17(x,y) = ~xV(x,y) + co'(x;~) 
>~ f(x, y) o ~yV(x, y) + F(x, y, V(x, y), Vtx, y)) + co'(x ;e) 
>~ f (x, y) o ~y 17 (x, y) + F (x, y, 17 (x, y), 17tx, y)) + co'(x ; e) - tr (x, co (x ; e), co (x ; e)) 
>f (x ,y )  o ~y17(x,y) + F(x,y, 17(x,y), 17t,,,y)). 
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Thus we see that 
~xlT(x,y) >f (x ,y )o  ~ylT(x,y) + F(x,y, 17(x,y), 17ix, y)) on Qn([0,ao) x R"). 
Therefore 
~7(x~, y) - ~7(x?, y) 
= V(x~, y) - V(xF ,y) + ~o(x~;~) - o~(xF ;e) 
>/g(x i ,  y, V(xF ,y), v~x:,,) + ~o(x~;e) - ~o(xi-;~) 
>~ g(xi, y, 17 (x( , y), iT~XF,y)) -- ao(Xi, O2(xf ; e), co(x/-;e)) + co(xi ; e) -- o2(x7 ;e) 
> g(x~, y, 9(xi-, y), ~x:,.). 
Henceforth 
~'(xi, y) -- [7(x/-, y) > 9(Xi, Y, if(X/-, y), ¢tx,-,y)), 
i = 1, . . . ,k ,  y~[ -b ,b ] .  
Since U(x,y) < 17(x,y) on (Eouc~oE)n([O, ao) x R") we have assertion (17) from Theorem 3. On 
the other hand, lim~-~o co(x;e)= 0 uniformly with respect o x e [0,a0) and we obtain (15). The 
constant ao s (Xk, a) is an arbitrary one and therefore the proof is completed. [] 
Let us suppose, in addition to our previous assumptions, that: 
(H7) The function 6: [0, a) × R_ -~ R +, R_ = ( -  ~,  0], is continuous, 6(x, 0) = 0 for x ~ [0, a) 
and for p ~</~ we have 
F(x,y,p,w) - F(x,y,p,w) <~ 6(x,p - p) on O. 
(H8) The function 6o : [0, a) x R_ ~ R+ is continuous, 6o(X, 0) = 0 for x ~ [0, a) and for p ~</~ we 
have 
9(x,y,p,w) - 9(x,y,O,w) <~ 6o(x,p - /0)  on O~-). 
(H9) The left-hand min imum solution of the problem 
~'(x) = 6(x, ~(x)), lim ~(x) = 0 
x- -~a_  
is ~(x) = 0, x ~ [0, a). 
Theorem 6. Let the followin9 conditions hold: 
(1) Assumptions (H1), (H2), (H7)-(H9) are fulfilled. 
(2) The functions U, V ~ C*mp[E*, R] satisfy the initial-boundary inequality (6) and the differen- 
tial-functional inequalities (13) hold on Q. 
(3) The estimates (14) are statisfied. 
Then 
U(x,y) < V(x,y) on E*. (18) 
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Proof. At first we will prove (18) for (x ,y )~( [O,a - -e )xR" )nE  where a- -Xk  > e>0.  Let 
0 <Po  < min { V (x, y) -- U (x, y): (x,y)~EovoSoE}.  For 6 >0 denote by co(.;6) the right-hand 
min imum solution of the problem 
~'(x)  = - ~(x,  - c~(x)) - a,  
ct(0) = Po, (19) 
~(xi) = ot(xT) -- 6o(Xi, --ct(xi-)) - ,5, i = 1, ... ,k. 
If Po > 0 is a fixed number, then to every e > 0 there corresponds 6o > 0 such that for 0 < 6 < 6o 
the solution co('; 6) of (19) exists and it is positive on [0, a - e). Suppose 6 > 0 is such a constant 
that co(-; 6) satisfies the above conditions. Let 
~3(x,y) = U(x,y) + po, (x ,y )  ~ Eo ,  
U(x,y) = U(x,y) + w(x;6),  (x,y) ~ (EwSoE)n( [O,a  - e) xR") .  
Now we will prove 
CT(x,y) < V(x,y),  (x,y) e En( [0 ,a  - e) x R"). (20) 
It follows from (H1), (H2), (H7)-(H9) that 
~xt~(x,y)  <~f(x,y)o ~yU(x ,y )  + F(x,y,  U(x,y), U(x,r)) + co'(x;6) 
<~ f (x, y) o ~yO (x, y) + F(x, y, U (x, y), f](x.y)) + co'(x; 6) + 8(x, - co(x; 6)), 
where (x,y) e Q n( [0 ,a  - e) x R"). Therefore 
~xt] (x ,y)  <f (x ,y )o  ~ytT(x,y) + F(x,y,  U(x, y), [7(x,y)), 
(x,y) e O n( [0 ,a  - e) x R"). 
Now we prove that 
U(xi,y) -- U(xi- ,y)  < g(xi,y, U(x[-,y), C7(x:,,)), 
i = l, ... ,k, y e [ -  b,b]. (21) 
It follows from (H7)-(H9), (14) and (19) that 
U(x,, y) -- U(x/--, y) 
<~ g(xi, y, U(xF, y), U(xr,y)) + co(x~;6) - co(xf ;a) 
<~ g(x,, y, O(xF, y), tT<,y) )  + ~o(Xl, - co(x/- ; a))  + co(xi; 6) - co(xF ;a)  
= g(xi,y, t.7(x/-, y), U(~- y)) - a, 
i=  l, . . . ,k ,  y~[ -b ,b ] ,  
which completes the proof of (21). Since t~ (x,y) < V(x,y) for (x,y) ~ (EouSoE)n([O,a  - e) × R") 
then we obtain estimates (20) by means of Theorem 3. Finally, e > 0 is arbitrary and inequality (18) 
holds on E*. [] 
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3.2. Comparison theorems fo r  impulsive differential-functional inequalities 
In the present part of the paper we will prove theorems on estimates of functions satisfying 
partial differential-functional inequalities with impulses by means of solutions of ordinary differen- 
tial-functional equat ions with impulses. 
We define Pi = (xl, xi+l), i = O, 1, ... ,k, and 50  = [ -  To,0], : -  = [-0,a), P = PowP1u ... wPk.  
Let Cimp [~-'-ok..)~-", R] be the class of all functions ~ : ~--o w~' -~ R such that: 
(i) the functions ~ [e,, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  k, and ~ I:o are continuous, 
(ii) for each i, i = 1, . . . ,  k, there exists the limit 
lim ~(x) = ~(xi-), 
x~x i  
x<x~ 
(iii) for each i, i - 0, 1, . . . ,  k, there exists the limit 
lim ~(x) = ~(xi +) and ~(xi) = ~(xi+). 
x ---~ x i  
x>x i 
Suppose that we have defined a sequence {tl, ... ,tr} such that -To  ~< tl < t2 < ... < tr <~ O. 
For  tl >- to  we define also to =-To  and for t~ <0 we put t,+l = 0. Let ~--(i)=(ti, ti+l), 
i = 0, 1, . . . ,  r. We denote by C*mp [-~--0, R]  the class of all functions r/" Y-o ~ R such that there is 
a sequence {to, t l ,  . . . ,  t ,  tr+ 1} depending on r /such that: 
(i) the functions t/I:,',, i = 0, 1, . . . ,  r are continuous, 
(ii) for each i, i = 2, . . . , r  + 1, and for t~ > - To there exists the limit 
lim~/(t) = ~l(ti-), 
t--* t i 
t<t l  
(iii) for each i, i = O, . . . ,  r - l, and for t~ < 0 there exists the limit 
l im,(t)  = ,(t, +) 
t--~ tl 
t>t  i 
and tl(ti) = tl(t~-). 
For  To > 0 we put 5(0 -) = [ -  To,0) and 
C*mp I-~--(o-), R]  = ~ C~mp[~-o,R]}" 
The elements of * * ~-(-) Cimp I-J-o, R]  and Cim p [. / 0 ,R] will be denoted by the same symbols. As above, 
the symbol  II Iio stands for the supremum norm in the space C*mp[~--o,R] and in the space 
, ,o7-(-) Cimp [~/ 0 , R]. 
For  Z ~ Cimp [E*, R]  we define a function TZ : 5-0 wY-  ~ R in the following way: 
(TZ) (x )  = max { lZ(x,  y)[: y ~ [ -  c,c] }, x ~ [ -  To,a). 
I f~ : ~-o w: -  ~ R and x ~ 5 then we define a function ~(~) : 3-o ~ R by ~(x)(t) = ~(x + t), t ~ 5-0. For  
the above ~ and x we define ~(x-) :~--(o-)~R by ~(x-)(t)= ~(x + t) for t~Y-(o -). Finally for 
a function W ~ C*mp [B, R]  we define T*  W: : -o  ~ R as (T*  W)(t)  = max {I W(t, s)l" s ~ [ - -  r, z] }. 
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Lemma 7. I f  Z ~ Cimp[E*,R]  then TZ  ~ Cimp[~-oWJ-,R]. I f  W ~ C*mp[B,R] then T*W 
C~*mp [ J 'o,  R]. 
We omit the proof of Lemma 7. 
Now, we introduce the following assumptions: 
, , at(-) (H 10) The functions a : [0, a) × R + × Cimp [J-o, R + ] ~ R + and if" [0, a) × R + × Cimp [3  o , R + ] 
R + are continuous and nondecreasing with respect o the functional argument. 
(Hl l )  For  each (x ,q )~Y× * = Cimp[~-(o-),R+] the function ?(p) p + ~(x,p, rl), p ~ R+, is non- 
decreasing on R 4. 
Lemma 8. Let the following conditions hold: 
(1) Assumptions (H 10), (H 11) are fulfilled. 
(2) q~ e Cimp[~-ok3~-,R], tl~ C(~-o,R+). 
(3) o9(.; tl') : [ -  Zo, a) -~ R + is the maximum solution of the problem 
¢(x) = G(x, ~(x), ~(x)), 
a(x) = t~(x), x e Jo ,  (22) 
a(xi) - oc(xF) = 8(xi,~(xi-),~(x;)), i = 1, ... ,k. 
(4) The function q~ satisfies the conditions 
q~(x) <~ q(x), x ~ ~-o, 
q)(xi) -- q)(xf-) <<. 8(xl, q~(xf-), q)txT) ), i = 1, ... ,k. 
(5) Put P+ = {x ~ P:~o(x) > co(x;q)} and assume that for x ~ P+ we have 
9_  ~o(x) <. ~(x, ~o(x), ~Ocx)), 
where ~_  is the left-hand lower Dini derivative. Then we have 
~o(x) ~< o~(x; q), x ~ [ -  Co, a). 
We omit the simple proof of Lemma 8. 
Theorem 9. Let the following conditions hold: 
(1) Assumptions (H10), (Hl l) are satisfied. 
(2) f=  (f~, ... ,f~) ~ C(E,R"), U ~ C*mp[E*,R] and 
I~x U(x,y)[ <. a(x, lU(x,y)l,(TU)tx)) + I f (x ,y)o~yU(x,y) l ,  (x,y)e Q. (23) 
(3) ~ ~ C(3-o,R+) and 
IU(x,y)[ <~ ~(x), (x,y) ~ Eo. (24) 
(4) co(.;r~): [ -  Co, a)~ R+ is the maximum solution of the problem (22). 
(5) The boundary estimate 
IU(x,y)l <~ ~(x;Tt), (x,y) ~ 0oE, (25) 
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and the impulsive stimates 
I U(x~,y)l <<. IU(xi-,y)l + ~(x~, I U(xi-,y)I,(TU)t~:)), 
i = 1, . . . ,  k, are satisfied. Then we have 
IU(x,y)l <<. co(x;i), (x ,y )~E.  
(26) 
(27) 
Proof. We will prove that the function q~ = T U satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 8. Really, it 
follows from (24) and (26) that condition (4) of Lemma 8 holds. Suppose x ~ P+. There exists 
y~ [ -c ,c ]  such that ~0(x)= IU(x,y)l. Now (25) leads to ye( -b ,b ) .  Thus ~yU(x ,y )=0 and 
9_  q)(x) <<. I~xU(x, Y)I (see [10, Theorem 33.1]). It follows from (23) that ~o satisfies condition (5) of 
Lemma 8. Therefore, all the conditions of Lemma 8 are satisfied and statement (27) follows. [] 
Let us consider now two problems, the problem (3)-(5) and the next problem: 
~xZ(x,  y) = f (x ,  y) o ~rZ(x,  y) + if(x, y, Z(x, y), Ztx, r)), (x, y) E Q, 
Z(x,y) = (9(x,y), (x,y) ~ Eow~oE, 
Z(xi,y) = Z(xi-,y) + ~(x,y,Z(xi-,y),Zt~:,y)), i = l, ... ,k, 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
where if: f2 ~ R,f :  E ~ R", (9 : Eo u OoE ~ R, (910oE e Cimp [~o E, R], ~: f2 t -) ~ R are given functions. 
We will prove a theorem on an estimate of the difference between the solutions of (3)-(5) and 
(28)-(30). 
Theorem 10. Let the following conditions hold: 
(1) Assumptions (H10), (H11) are satisfied. 
(2) The functions F, ff ~ C(f2,R), g, ~ e C(I2~-),R) satisfy the conditions 
] f (x ,y ,p ,w) -  F(x,y,/~,~)l <~ ~(x, lp -  i01, T* (w-v~) )  on ~2, 
Ig(x, y,p, w) -- 0(x,y,/~,v~)] ~< ~(x, lp -- ill, Z*(w - ~)) on f2 ~-). 
(3) ~p, (9: Eo u OoE ~ R, i ~ C (~--o, R +), f f e C (E, R") and 
~P leo, (9 leo e C(Eo, R), 
(P ]~)oE, (9 ]0oE ~ Cimp [~o E, R], 
I~o(x,y) - (9(x,y)] ~< if(x), (x,y) ~ Eo. 
(4) The maximum solution co(-; i )  of (22) is defined on [ -  Zo, a) and U, U ~ C*mp [E*, R] are 
solutions of(3)-(5) and (28)-(30), respectively. 
Then we have 
IU(x ,y ) -  t.7(x,y)l ~< co(x;i), (x,y)~E*.  
Proof. If we put Z = U - U then ;~ satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 9 and the statement 
follows. [] 
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Theorem 11. Let the followin9 conditions hold: 
(1) Assumptions (H10), (HI  1) are fulfilled. 
(2) f ~ C(E, R") and the functions F ~ C(Q, R), 9 ~ C(Q~-), R) satisfy the estimates 
[F(x,y,p,w) - F(x,y,  ff,~)[ <<. a(x, ip -  /~[ ,T* (w-  ~)) on Q, 
[9 (x ,y ,p ,w) -9 (x ,y ,  ff ,~)l<~6(x, lP -~ l ,T* (w-~) )  onQ ~-). 
(3) a(x,O,O) = 0 and 6(x,O,O) = O for x ~ [0,a) where O(t) = O for t ~ J-o. 
(4) The maximum solution of  the problem 
¢(x)  = 
= 0, x e : -o ,  
~(xi) - o~(x?) = 8(xi,~(x?),oqx,)), i = 1, ... ,k, 
is ~(x) = 0 for x e :-oVOY. 
Then the 1BVP (3)-(5) admits at most one solution in the class C*mp[E*,R]. 
Proof. If we put ff = F, ~ = 9, f=f then  we obtain our theorem from Theorem 10. [] 
Remark 12. Suppose that 5'9, 57: [0 ,a)x  R+ x R+ --+ R+ are given functions and 
o-, 8: [0,a) x R+ x C imp[ : -o ,R+]  ---, R+ 
are defined by 
o-(x,p, ~/) = 5:(x,p, sup{rl(t): t ~ : -o}),  
ff(x,p,t/) = g(x ,p ,  sup{q(t): t ~ 5~o-)}). 
Then we have: 
(1) The est imate (23) has the form 
I~xU(x,y)] <<. 5:(x,[U(x,y)[,  [[ U~x,v)[]o) + [ f (x ,Y )°~vU(x ,y ) [ ,  (x ,y)~ Q. 
(2) Inequal i ty (26) is equivalent o 
[U(xi,y)[ ~ IU(x?,y)I  + 5Y(xi, lU(xF,y)l,  ]l UtxF,y) ll0), i=  1, ... ,k. 
(3) The estimates from condit ion (2) of Theorem 10 are equivalent o 
IF(x,y,p,w) - P(x,y, /L ~)l ~< 5:(x, Ip - i0l, II w - ~ I1o), 
Ig(x,y,p, w) - O(x,y,/L ~)1 ~< J (x ,  Ip - :1, II w - ~ Iio). 
(4) If we assume that F/s C(:-o, R+) is nondecreasing on :-o then the prob lem (22) is equivalent 
to the next one: 
= : (x ,  
= q(O), 
o~(xi) -- ~(xi-) = J(xi,~(xF),o~(xi-)),  i = 1, ... ,k. 
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3.3. Monotone iterative methods 
We are interested now in the establishment of a method of approximation of the solutions of 
IBVP  (3)-(5) by means of the solutions of associated linear problems and in estimating the 
difference between the exact and the approximate solutions. 
For this goal we will extend our list of assumptions: 
(H12) f~  C(E,R"), F ~ C(fa, R) and there exists a ~ C([0,a)x R+,R+) such that 
F(x,y,p,w) -- F(x ,y ,p,~) >1 -- a(x, ][w -- ~ [1o) on f2, 
where w ~< ~. 
(H13) For each (x ,y,p,w)~ f2 there exist ~pF(x,y ,p ,w)  and N~R+ such that 
I~pF(X,y,p,w)l <~ N on f2. 
(H14) For x ~ [0, a) we have a(x,O) = 0 and the right-hand maximum solution of the problem 
c((x) = cr(x,a(x)) + Nc~(x), c~(O) = 0 
is 0~(x) = 0, x ~ [0, a). 
(H15) The functions F and g are nondecreasing with respect o the functional argument. 
Suppose that the assumptions (H6), (H12)-(H15) are satisfied. For given functions 
U, V e C*mp [E*, R] we define 
G(x,y,p,q; U) = F(x,y, U(x,y), U(x,y)) 
+ ~pF(x, y, U(x, y), U(x,r))(P - U(x, y)) +f (x ,  y) o q, 
H(x,y,p,q;  U, V) = F(x,y, V(x,y), Vt~,r)) 
+ [F(x,y, U(x,y), V~x,r)) - F(x,y, V(x,y), V~x,r))] 
x [U(x, y) -- V(x, y)] - ' (p - V(x, y)) +f (x ,  y) o q, 
if U (x, y) ~ V (x, y), and 
U(x, y,p,q ; U, V) = F(x, y, V(x, y), V{.,y)) 
+ ~pF(x,  y, V(x, y), V~x.y))(p -- V(x, y)) +f (x ,  y) o q 
if U (x, y) = V (x, y), where (x, y, p, q) ~ E x R x R", q = (ql , ... , q,). 
We introduce the following assumptions: 
(H16) The sequences {q~(m)}, {~,,)}, qCm), O("):EoWOoE ~ R satisfy the conditions 
@m)leo~, IP¢m)leoE ~ Cimp[OoE, R], m = 0, 1, .. . ,  
qCm)lE o, @(m) le 0 ~ C(Eo,R), m = O, 1 . . . .  , 
and 
~o ~-  1)(x, y) <<. ~o~m~(x, y) <<. ~o(x, y) <<. C')(x, y) ~ C" -  '~(x, y), 
(H17) U tin, V t°) ~ C*mp[E*,R] and 
m=l ,2 , . . . .  
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(H18) The differential-functional inequalities 
~xU(°)(x,y) <~ F(x,y, U(°)(x,y), U t°) " (x,y)) + f (x, y) o ~ru(O)(x, y), 
1/" (o) @,, V(°)(x, y) >1 F(x, y, V(°)(x, y), - (x,y)) + f (x, Y) ° ~y V(°)(x, Y) 
are satisfied on Q, and for y • [ -  b, b] we have 
u(O) . U(°)(xi, y) -- Ut°)(xj -, y) <~ g(xj, y, U(°)(x; , y), (;,r)), 
(o) "t ... V(°)(xi, y) - V(°)(x~-,y) >1 g(xj, y, V(°)(x;,y), V(x;.y)1, j = 1, ,k. 
(H19) For each (x, y, w) • E x C*mp [B, R] the function ~vF(x, y, ", w):R -* R is nondecreasing. 
Suppose that we have sequences {u(m)}, {V(")}, U (m), V('0: E* -o R, m = 0, 1, .. . ,  such that for 
U (°) and V (°) given in assumptions (H17)-(H19) and for each m ~> 1 the function U (') is a solution 
of the problem 
~xZ(x,y) = G(x,y,Z(x,y),~rZ(x,y);  u(m- 1)), (x,y) • 0, 
Z(x,y) = qCm)(x,y), (x,y) • EouSoE, (31) 
Z(xj,y) - Z (x f  ,y) = g(x~,y,Z(x;,y),Ztxj.r)), j = 1, ... ,k, y • [ -  b,b], 
and for each m >/1 the function V t') solves the problem 
~xZ(x,y)  = H(x,y,Z(x,y) ,~rZ(x,y) ;  U tin-l), vim-l)), (x,y)• Q, 
Z(x,y) = O(")(x,y), (x,y) • EowSoE, (32) 
Z(x~,y) - Z(xj-,y) = g(xi, y,Z(x[,y),Z(xj,r)),  j = 1, ... ,k, y • [ -  b,b]. 
We prove theorems on monotonic onvergence of the sequences { U (m) } and { V(")} to a solution of 
the IBVP (3)-(5). 
Theorem 13. Let the following conditions hold: 
(1) Assumptions (H6), (H12)-(H19) are fulfilled. 
(2) Z • C*mp [E*, R] is a solution of the problem (3)-(5) and there exist sequences {u(m)}, {V (')} 
such that U ('~) and V (m), m >1 1, are solutions of(31) and (32), respectively. 
Then we have 
u(m-1)(x,y) ~ u(m)(x,y) ~ Z(x ,y )  ~ v(m)(x,y) ~ v(m-1)(x,y) ,  
m=1,2 , . . . ,  (x ,y )•E .  (33) 
Proof. If follows from (H18) that 
~xU(°)(x, y) <<. G(x, y, U(°)(x, y),~rU(°)(x, y); U(°)), (x, y) • Q, (34) 
and 
~xV(°)(x,y) >~ H(x,y, V(°)(x,y),~yV(°)(x,y); U (°), V(°)), (x,y) • Q. (35) 
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Since U (1) and V ¢1) satisfy (31) and (32) for i = 1, we obtain by Theorem 5 that 
U(°)(x,y) <~ Um(x,y) and Vm(x,y) <<. V(°)(x,y), (x,y) ~ E. (36) 
Now we will prove that for (x, y) ~ Q we have 
U(1)  - Dx U re(x, y) <~ F(x, y, U(~)(x, y), (x,r)) + f(x, y) o Dr Urn(x, y). (37) 
Inequalities (36) combined with the monotonicity of F imply 
F(x, y, Um(x, y), rr(1) ~ x,r)j + f(x, y) o DyU°)(x, y) - DxS(1) (x ,  y) 
>1 F(x,y, U(1)(x,y), U (°) " ( . . . .  tr(°) ~ (:,,r)) F(x,y, U (°) x.v). - -  v (x,y)] 
- DpF(x,y, U(°)(x,y), Vl°!r))(u(l)(x,y) - U(°)(x,y)) >~ 0 
for (x, y) E Q. Thus (37) is proved. Since U (I) and Z satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5 we obtain 
Um(x,y) <~ Z(x,y), (x,y) ~ E. (38) 
From assumptions (H16)-(H19) and from Theorem 5 it follows that U(°)(x,y) <~ V(°)(x,y) on E. 
Hence 
D~U(°)(x, y) <<. F(x, y, U(°)(x, (o) y), U x,y)) + f(x,y) o Dru(O)(x,y) 
= H(x,  y, U (°) (x, y), D r U(°)(x, y); U (°), V (0)), 
(x, y) e Q, and consequently applying Theorem 5 we have 
U(°)(x,y) <<. Vm(x,y), (x,y) ~ E. (39) 
The function F is convex in p and it is nondecreasing with respect o w. Hence we have for 
(x,y) e Q, U(°)(x,y) ¢ V(°)(x,y): 
DxV(1)(x,y) F(x,y, V(°)(x,y), V (°) (x,r)] 
(0) ~q + [F(x,y, U(°)(x,y), u(o) ~ F(x,y, V(°)(x,y), V(~.y)ja r (x ,y ) ]  - -  
x [U(°)(x, y) - V (°)(x, y) ] -  ~ (V")(x, y) - V (°)(x, y)) 
+f(x,  y) o D r V (1)(x, y) 
>~ F(x, y, V(1)(x, y), Tim - (x,r)J +f(x,  y) o Dy V(1)(X,  y). 
Thus 
Dxv(i)(x, y) >1 F(x, y, V(~)(x, y), re(l) - (x.r) J + f (x ,  y) o Dr V (1)(X, y). (40) 
In a similar way we can prove (40) if U(°)(x,y) = V(°)(x,y). 
From the initial-boundary inequalities and from the impulsive conditions for Z and V (~) we 
obtain 
Z(x,y) <~ V(1)(x,y), (x,y) ~ E. (41) 
If follows now from (36), (38), (41) that the assertions (33) are satisfied as m = 1. The proof of (33) for 
rn >/2 runs by induction. We omit the details. [] 
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Theorem 14 .  Let the following conditions hold: 
(1) Assumptions (H6), (H12)-(H18) are satisfied. 
(2) For each (x, y, w) ~ E x C*mp[B,R] the function ~pF(x ,  y, ", w) : R -~ R is nonincreasing. 
(3) Z ~ C*mp[E*,R ] is a solution of(3)-(5) and there exist sequences {utm)}, {V (m)} such that U (") 
and v(m) solve (32) and (31), respectively. 
Then the estimates (33) are valid. 
We omit the proof of this modification of the main theorem. 
Now we will give estimates of the difference between the exact and the approximate solutions. 
For, we introduce the following assumptions: 
(H20) The functions a ' [0 ,  a)x R+ ~ R+, a0" [0, a)× R+ × R+ -~ R + are linear, i.e., there exist 
M, A~r, 57 e R+ such that a(x,p) = Mp and ao(x,p,s) = 57p + ]~ls, p, s ~ R+. 
(H21) There exist A, A ~ R+ and sequences {em}, {gin}, em, gm ~ R+ for m = 1,2, ... such that 
Z(x,  y) - Um)(x, y) <<. A, (x,y) s E*, 
V(°)(x,y) - Z(x,y) ~< A, (x,y) e E*,  
and 
¢(x,  y) - ~ot")(x, y) ~ e,,, 
~,(")(x, y) - ~o(x, y) <<. gin, 
(x, y) ~ Eowt3oE, 
(x, y) ~ Eowt3oE, 
where lim,,_, oo em = 0, lim,,_+ ~ gm= O. 
m= 1,2, . . . ,  
m = 1 ,2 ,  . . . ,  
Suppose that the assumptions (H6), (H12)-(H21) are satisfied. We define 
e~o °) A, o(o) 
= 6m = gin, m = 1 ,2 ,  . . . ,  
(2N + M) i 
/~(m0)(X) = exp(Nx) ~ e~)_i i! x i, m = 1,2, . . . ,  
i=0 
e(o 1) A(1 +57 +~) ,  _(1) /~)(x,)(1 +57+ ~r), m 1,2, 
~m ~ ~ ° , ,  , 
/i(•)(x) = exp(N(x -- x,)) ~ e~)i (2N + M) i (x -- xl) i, m = 1,2, 
i=o i! "'" ' 
e~o 2) A(1 + 57 +/~) ,  A2) = ~,, = a~)(x2)(1 + 57 + h~), m = 1,2, . . . ,  
/i(m2)(X) = exp(N(x -- x2)) ~ e(m2)-i (2N + M) i (x -- x2) i, m = 1,2, 
i=o i! . . . .  
Remark 15. If the assumptions (H6), (H12)-(H21) are satisfied then we have on O 
F(x, y,p, w) - F(x, y,p, #) >~ - M I Iw - ~, Iio, 
where w 4 ~, 
I g (x ,y ,p ,w)  - g(x, y,p, ~)1 ~< 571P - Pl + M II w - ~ Iio. 
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e~o k) = A(1 +/V  + M), e(m k)=/~-U(Xk) (1  + b7 + 2~), m = 1,2, . . . ,  
/~)(x)  = exp(N(x - Xk)) ~ e~)-i (2N + M) i (x -- Xk)', m = 1,2, 
i=o i! . . . .  
Let {dm },/~,, : [0, a) ~ R, .m = 1, 2, . . . ,  be defined by 
Am(X ) = ~(im)(X), X•  [Xi, Xi+l) , i =0,1, . . .  , k ,  
where Xo = 0, Xk + 1 = a. 
In a similar way we define {Z,,}--we take in the above formulas g,, and A instead of em and A, 
respectively. 
Theorem 16. Let the followin9 conditions hold: 
(1) Assumptions (H6), (H12)-(H21) are satisfied. 
(2) Z • C*mp [E*, R] is a solution of the problem (3)-(5)• 
(3) There exist sequences {u(m)}, {V Ira)} such that for m >>- 1, U ~m) and V ~m) are solutions of(31) and 
(32), respectively. 
Then we have 
lim U~")(x, y) = Z(x, y), 
m--~ O0 
lim v~m)(x, y) = Z(x, y) 
m~ O0 
uniformly on E and 
Z(x,y)- u(m)(x,y)~ Am(X), (x,y) • E, m = 1,2 . . . . .  
v(m)(x,y) - Z(x,y)  ~< tg,,(x), (x, y) • E, m = 1, 2, ..• . 
Proof. We will prove (43). Since 
~xZ(x,  y) - ~Um(x ,  y) 
<. N[Z(x ,y)  -- Um(x,y)] + A(2N + M)exp(Nx) 
+ f (x ,y)o  [~ye(x ,y )  - 9rUm(x ,y ) ] ,  (x ,y)•  Q, 
and 
Z(x ,y ) -  Um(x,y)  <<. el, (x ,y )•EowSoE,  
Z(x i ,  y) - U(1)(xi, y) - [ Z(xi- ,  y) - Um(xF ,y ) ]  
- rr~X) <. R[2(xF ,y )  - u¢U(xF,y)] + ~ II z¢x:.y~ - ,~¢x:.y)Iio, 
i=  l, . . . ,k ,  y• [ -b ,b ] ,  
we obtain from Theorem 9 that 
2(x ,y )  - Um(x,y) <~ ,41(x), (x, y) e E, y • [ - -  b, b]. 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
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Suppose that (43) is true for a certain fixed m. Then we have 
DxZ(x ,  y) - DxU ~m + l~(x, y) 
= F(x ,y ,Z(x ,y ) ,Z (x . r ) )  - F (x ,y ,  u(m)(x,y), rr(m) ~ ' J  (x ,y ) /  
-- D ,F (x ,y ,  u~m)(x,y), ~r(m) ~ 1)(x,y ) __ U~)  v t~.y , [U  (m+ tx, ~1] 
+ f (x ,y )°  [DyZ(x,y) - Drutm+X)(x,y) ] ,  (x,y) ~ Q, 
and consequently 
DxZ(x ,  Y) -- D x U (m+ 1) (x  ' y )  
<<, N[Z(x ,  y) - U ~m+ 1)(X, y)] 
@ (2N + M) ~m(X) -[- f (x,  y)° [D r Z(x, y) - D r U (m + 1)(X ' y) ], 
We have the next estimates for the impulses 
Z(x i ,  y) --  U (m+ l)(xi ,  y) --  [Z (x [ - ,  y) - U (m+ l)(X/- ,  y)]  
~< /~ [Z(x/-, y) -- u(m+l)(x[- ,y)]  q- II Y)  - -  ~J(x:.y)lrT(m+ 1) I10, 
(x, y) e Q. (45) 
i= l , . . . , k ,  y~[ -b ,b ] .  (46) 
Relations (45), (46) combined with the initial estimates imply the inequality (43) for m + 1 by means 
of Theorem 9. Thus, by induction, assertion (43) is true for all m. In a similar way we can prove (44). 
Since 
lim ~m(X) = 0, lim ~,,(x) = 0, 
m~oo m--~ oo 
uniformly with respect o x e [0, a), we have (42). [] 
Remark 17. The results of the paper can be extended to weakly coupled differential-functional 
systems with impulses. 
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